Any changes listed in these Release Notes that will require an update to the OCM Data Registry will be included in a future release. Practices will be notified of the OCM Data Registry release date through the OCM eNews or other email communication from OCM Support.

Quality Measures

OCMR Quality Measure Abstraction Tool Effective 01.01.2020 v2.5

Since the release of the “OCMR Quality Measure Abstraction Tool Effective 07.01.2019 v2.4” document in June 2019, updates have been identified for the following sections:

1. Instructions Tab
   a. Updated Instructions to reflect changes made to the measure tabs to shade the optional “Provider NPI” field purple
   b. Updated Instructions to reflect changes made to the OCM-5 tab

2. All Measure Tabs
   a. Added functionality to shade the optional “Provider NPI” field purple
   b. Updated to incorporate all changes made in the OCM Tech Spec Value Set effective 01/01/2020

3. OCM-5 Tab
   a. Updated to incorporate all changes made in the OCM-5 Measure Specifications effective 01/01/2020
      - Added column S for “Screening for depression 14 days or less before or on the day of the qualifying provider encounter?” that will auto-populate
      - Updated the drop-down in column T to include the option “No result documented”
      - Updated column W from “Follow-up plan documented on the same day of the positive depression screening?” to “Follow-up plan documented on the same day as the qualifying provider encounter?”